THE HEALTHSPAN SOLUTION

Holiday Recipes
That add life to your years

DIY Veggie
Broth!

Easy to make and
tastes Amazing (HS
Page 96)

Healthspan Solution - December 17th!
Don’t forget to preorder your copy - it’s the perfect gift!
The Healthspan Solution (Penguin Random House/DK Publishing) is
available for preorder on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Indiebound, and more.
All the preorder sales will count in our initial sales numbers, so we’re
grateful for all the early support! For links, visit HealthspanSolution.com.
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ENJOY

PLAN

RECOVER

It’s the holidays and
there are plenty of
choices on a
Healthspan Diet!

Don’t wait and make
the ‘best choice.” Take
your favorite dish with
you. They’ll love it!

Don’t use mistakes to
double down on
vacuous eating. Health
is in the next bite!
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Healthspan Diet

We partnered on
longevity research
and plant-based
nutrition.

Podcast is Live!

We are now on
Apple Podcasts,
Stitcher, Spotify and
more!
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NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2019

Holiday Recipes: Home
or on the go.
There’s no reason to make poor choices
just because the holiday season is here.
We agree that holidays seem to have devolved to
one activity: swallowing. We love to eat,
particularly during that period between
Thanksgiving and New Year’s only to be followed
by the diet and gym industry pouncing on our
guilt. This year why don’t you try something new:
celebrate the season and without eating it! It’s not as difficult as one might think as there are plenty
of recipes that fit the festive bill AND are perfect for a Healthspan diet of vegetables, fruits, whole
grains, legumes, mushrooms, nuts, seeds, herbs and spices! We have included four of our favorites
and they will not only be healthy bring along side dishes for family and friend gatherings, but they
also won’t stick out like tofurkey and nut loaf.

“This year why don’t you try something new:
celebrate the season and without eating it!”
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“There’s no reason to deviate – even on
Thanksgiving! We have the perfect soup, salad,
side, or sweet for your celebration!”
HEALTHSPANSOLUTION.COM
Want to increase your healthspan? Learn how a single
lifestyle modification—changing what you eat—can
dramatically improve your quality of life and result in
sustainable, lasting health benefits.
Based on over a decade of research and longevity
analysis, authors and leading plant-based nutrition
experts Julieanna Hever and Ray Cronise introduce a
revolutionary way of eating designed to help you lose
weight, reverse disease, and achieve optimal health.
Join in on the conversation and keep up to date with our
public speaking events and transformation programs.
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